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Question (2) will be of our concern i  JI su \aeIN paper [I!+]. As fc?r (I), it 
will be shown below that ‘convex’ dimension Llot SIntier thorn ‘to*lo&4” 
dimension, and an example will be given of 8 O-dimension~ $eWabIe metric spM!.@ 
carrying a natural aMimensiona1 conv n the other ky,?$ b0~8~ d$nekon 
functions coincide if-roughly speakin nvex sets are ti~~to~~%&&zl. In 
another forthcoming paper [lS] it will shown (-on8 *Qt&$ @@& dat the 
latter condition can be derived from the umption that convex se@ be connected, P , 
provided the convex structure is what ‘mettizable*. In‘view of ihe+’ above 
mentioned exampk, one may conch& t the canneet’edness a sum@+ on 
convex sets is a very critical one. In c appropriate (inductive) dimension 
function standing as a model for ‘convex’ dimension, we met ~6th certain +&.ws 
problems which, however, were solved most satisfactorily b  ihcs foXloqving2result: 
for convexities with conneckd convex sets, UN ‘terr~~nddy’ defined indticthe 
dimension functions coincide. The lack ny metrizability (or separabihty conditions 
makes this result into a rather ~iurp ne. Combining it with the observations 
that (a) ‘normality’ of a convex stm is Q rather unrealistic condition, and (b) 
some sort of ‘regularity’ seems to e most natural separation property for 
convexities, we found that ‘su~a!! %ndu&k’ dimension is the most convenient 
function-a considerable diffc 
Among these ‘reasonably’ defin quite remarkable 
one: inductive dimension based o points, The equality of this 
function with ‘ind’ includes as a well-known fact that trees 
(defined in terms of separati -dimensional. See 
Section 3. 
In Sections 2 and 4 we develop som I properties of convex dimension, 
preassuming connectedness of conve o8t of the time. Two results are of 
particular interest: convex dimension ntrolled with hy~eqdanes (i.e. the 
boundary of a two-sidedly convex well as with ‘convexity-preswing’ 
maps onto cubes. It is the latter r to QUF equality theorem of convex 
and topologica! dimension, and to her theorems concerning convex 
dimension. 
Qne other consequence of the th 
convex structure (see [3]) are not inde 
of (topological) convexity theory, Fo 
[4,6,131. 
1.1. Set theoretic con vtxities 
A ~OFlV~~iF)? (or: an air 
that 
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The &&kbe+r% of % 4We MM &?nv@x sets, Usually, the term ‘convexity’ refers to 
a family of sets with the pwerties (1) and (2) only. As the axiom (3) is both 
esse@ial and stmdard in our treatment .of the theory we prefer to “assume that 
.&I convexities in consider&on are alignments”. The pair (X, W), consisting of a 
set, p&i&&$ ‘gf’itlf a” conv&ity, ‘*ill ‘he&eforth bc called a convex structure. If no 
c&f&& & kke,‘we wiil Wr& %’ instead of (X, %). 
A convex set with a convex complement will be called a hulf-space. The (convex) 
ltjrult of a set A is defined to be the set 
h(A) = n {C: A G C, i‘ convex). 
The htbilll of ,a finite set is aI50 called a poly~pe~ and the hull oZ a two-point set 
is called an intmd or seghmt between these points. The axiom (3) is equivalent 
with the important &~nclaiar finiteness card&m (also known as the jinitary property), 
which states that a set is convex iff it includes the hull of each of its finite subsets. 
Equivalently, the union of an upward filtered family of convex sct~ is convex again. 
See C4, pA 61. 
A collection B c %’ is called a base for the convexity % if each member of % can 
be obt$ned as t,he union of an upward filtered subfamily of 68. Equivalently, @? 
contains all V-polytopes. A collection 9’~ V is a subbase fur V if the intersections 
of members of 9’ constitute a base for V?. We then say that % is generated 6y 9. 
1.2. Topological convexities 
If a set X is equipped with both a topology and a convexity such that all polytopes 
are closed, then X is called a topological convex structure. An equivalent condition 
is that the convexity on X admits a subbase of closed sets. The convexity on X 
wit1 then be called a topological contrexity. It will be assumed throughout hat 
sjrrprleton$ ape convex (making the underlying space into a TI space), and that a 
topological convexity is chwe stable, that is: the closure of each convex set is 
convEx again. See [4] and [13]. 
For cbnveniency, we will sometimes denote the collection of all nor&empty closed 
convex sets of a topological convexity % by %?*. 
1.3. C.P. Maps and sep&ration properties 
‘) be convex, structures, and let f:X -4 X’ be a function. 
serving relative to and %’ (b+*iefly, f is C.P.) if 
~uiv~l~~tly, (h z. : ho 
A c X finite. 
always b equipped with the linearconwx~, i.e. the (topobgicd 
&ted by tlhie sets of type 
(b) W&W, if eah c’ E VP’ can be separated from each p@t~pe D cX\C by 8: 
C.P. map X 3 [0, 11; 
(c) nomail, if eveiy t ~40 disjoint Sets c$ a G rig* C8Q be Sep8t8td by 8 c.p, map 
x + [O, I]* 
Sze [IS, 1 S] for -13 equivalent description in terms of SOW&~ (the Iatter n&ion 
wiSl be explained II %T~o?P. 2 bellow). A nice m&iv&ion for the abovtt definition8 
c1n be found in [i j; 01 IIS]. 
It was shown in [ 13, ZL 41 that 8 regular corvexty on a c0rm$ spa@ & nOrmaI. 
On ?W.?r-,rsLT .&W ~~~~~~ noim8Mjf of a cc~nvexity seems fo be a 
assumption. E.g. a locally convex linear space *quipped with itt Iineair 
convexity is not normal unless its algebraic dimension is at most 1. They JUX, 
h9 mver, ali regular, and it appears that the latter is the kmt pwible ~paratim 
property in general. Most of our results below can already be obtained us@ 
semi-regularity. 
1.4, Trace of a convexity 
if (X, %) is a convex structure, and if Y c X, then 
is again a sonvexity (cf. [4, p. 223) which wiii be tiled the ZQJC~ uf 
wi!l usuaily consider the case where Y is a c011ut~x subset. Then c 1 Y is 
convexity (including: closure stability) if %’ is. In this case, Y inheti& Beth mmi- 
regularity and regularity from (X; %?). 
In the sequel a convex set in a topological mnvexity witl a 
with the trace convexity. 
2. Small inductive dimension 
2.1. De-finition, notutio?lul agm??nent 
The closure of a set ,A will henceforth be denat 
is an glen set, then its ~~u~d~~ 
A Ityprplane of a t 
is an qe 
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y that ‘A’, B’) sawens (A, B) if 
A'u.W=X 
if it screens some pair of nonempty sets. 
a sepeamtm of X if X\C is disconnected. 
nt qm seta of x with 
Ai G G,, .92 c a, then C is also said to separate Al jkom A2 (or: 
At, AS). As is we11 known, the sets CI = C LJ Or7 Cz = C u 02, 
ning pBLir. Conversely, if (Cl, Cz) is a screening 
aeta, Cr A C2 i8 a separator f X 
In modelling an in&c&e dimension function for convexities, we will use the 
p&t of view of 8crceni.n~ 
In the court of proving a result in [13, 5.41, we used an argumecr ;oncer:Gng 
convex separators, but the partial msdt obtained from it was not mentioned 
expWtly. This result-essential for C’S present work-is the following one: 
2.S Let X k a semi-ngukar convex structure with connected convex setr, 
and ) be a screening pair of convex cbsed sets. l%en 
(1) ‘3I1cere is a minimal screen&g pait (RI, Dz) of convex closed sets such riiat 
Dl c C* ad Dg c 422. 
(2) flC = CJ. n Ca is Q conwx closed sepanz$vr corresponding to a minimal sueen -
iW ir (Cl, CZ)~ thea for each d&se convex set B c X tEle set B n C is dense air C. 
The reader should be warned thatt aqaratbr which corresponds toa minimal 
pair ned not be minimal as a separator. Fig. I below presents such a 
a strictIy smaller separator I!?: 
206 M um &! vet;(m& 4!i#medml ambcx 4tIwcws 
For ehh reaswr the terminology of [13J_refwring i to 4.T above aa s Vhbal 
separator’-is somewhat unfortunate, but we have no hekter terminoiogy :+ q-&lable 
except for a full description of the property. We wall therefore mrnintain the 
terminology of [13], but wi?hin quotes ‘ ‘. 
2.4. Iktinition. The smaN hductiw dimension of a top~lo#ti obll 
(X’, U) is the number ind(.iK %? E {-1’, 0,1,2, . . n , ao) sdf@g 
(1) ind(X, 5!?):= -1 ifI X=S; 
(2) i&(.X, U) G n + 1 iff each C E 6” and x gX\C can be screened by a pair 
(A, B) in V*, such that 
ind(Anl?, % 1 AnB)Gn (n Cm). 
To shorten lengthy expressions as in (2) we will mostly write ind X instead of 
ind(& V). To avoid confusion, ind will henceforth denote convex dimension, unkss 
stated explicitly to the contrary, The above definition was also given in [13,6.11). 
2.5. lbomm. Let X be a ~opIogica1 coclvex structure and let C C= X be conwx. 
Then ind C 3. ind X. 
Proof. If D is a conve& relail i-,sely clqscd s&set of C, and if x E C\D, then 13 is a 
convex closed set in X with -0 Q C :=: D, and hence with xL 1), A straightforward 
induction procedure then leads to the desired rritsult. D 
2.6. Examples. (1) Let Euclidean n-.space W” be equipped with the u&nary (linear) 
convexity (8,. Then (IV, &) is a regular convex structure with connected cunvex 
sets, and ind(R”, %,) = n. Indeed, each C E Q!+?z and x ER”\C can k sepdlratrd by a 
hyperplsne, and evary convex separator between x and C includes a hypelrptane. 
A hyperplane in R” is CR is(omolQhic to (Bp”-l, 
yicids the desired result. 
(2) A tree-like space is a (not necessarily compact) cons 
in which every two points can be sep.arate.d by a third onto. If X is 
tree-lktb space, then the c4lection V of all mnnectr.ed subsets 
normal convexity witi? + >mpuct pulyttipes (cf. [13,2.10]), Wit 
it follo~vs that ind(X, ? ‘3s 1. We note that lb. cemyact tree-Iike s 
bcalry connected [cf. [19, lemma 41). 
(3) L,Gt (Xi, +? ,), i E I, be 8 collection, Ocf COIW~X Stl%.lCtU~G3. Its ~~~a~~~~, 
is defined to bu: the convex structure (XV %‘k ~z., n 
generaicld by the sets of type 
pi ’ 1C )T e;‘ E q, i .-+ / 
n 
having only c~nn 
it steely is a very natural 
rty. A different cfas of 
[S, p* 3691: tk anwetity d W&T contx~ srrblu~tices of a 
mpks axe obtined fram ccrtaic prs 
(see [9D ad the formation rf cont.w 
the cower dimension of tkx 
invariants. Appkations t ry we in preparation. 
the main tool throu 
By Theorem 2.3(l), there exkts a miahal cawex Comae psitA;B 
with A cAo and B cB& Xn parth& A, B suwn C and x ini.% Sy Theorem 
2.3(2), we find that H A A n B is dense in A n B, and consecpently, 
(R\H)nAnB=Cl(HnAnB)\Hf>AnB. 
Since H n A rl B is a relative half-space of A n B, we obtain by inductive asaomption 
that 
indf(I?\H)nAnB)sm-1. 
As A n @\H and B A R\H are convex and relatively closed ia R\H, we may 
conclude that ind(R\H) G nt. 0 
2.8. Corollary. Let X be a semi-regular convexity with connectid convex sets. ?%en 
the following assertions are equiudent (- 1 G n =G ~0): 
(1) indX<n+l; 
(2) for each hyperptane H of X, ind H 6 n. 
Proof. That (I) implies (2) follo-ws from Theorem 2.3. as for the opposite img&a- 
tion, assume that every hyperplane of X is at most n-dimensional, and let C be a 
convex closed set in X and x L C. Then by semi-regularity then: exists a hyperplane 
k? of X separating between C and x, say: 
X\H = OuQ, 
where 0, P are disjoint open sets in X with x s 0, C CZ. P  According to [13,5.4], 
the sets CI = H v 0 and C2 = H v P are conuex closed. Also, Cl and Cz form a 
screening of C and x, Cl n Ca =t H, and ind H s n by assumption. Then by definition, 
indX<fi+I. U 
2.9. Theorem. Let X be Q semi-regular cortex structure with connected coltvex sets, 
7?ten for each convex set C c X, ind C = ind t?‘. 
Proof. c = X without loss of genera!ity, and ind C 6 ind X by Theorem 2.5. To 
prove that ind X s ind C, assume ind C < 00. The statement 
hGlds for n = - 1. Suppose it also holds for n < tl~, where m 
Let CF c X be convex closed, let x E X\D, Q an open ha1 
x & 6. Then 0, X\CJ are convex closed sets screeni jlt. As indicated in 2.3 
we ca.n find a minimal convex closed screenin 
DlC(j, 
Note that (I?,, &) screens D aaQ x, and th ftDp=Ci Cbei 
considerations th nC=Clc(On 
isls the relative boundary of I$ n C in C 0 q C being 811 open baif-space of C we 
tid from 2.5 and 2.7 that 
ind(Dr n D2 A C) 
and convex, find from 2.3(2) that 
lx@, n Da A C) 
By induction, 
X CBul be weened from every point outside with 
n uf which is at most (m - i)-dimension 
Let 0 CX be a nonempty convex open set. Then H n 0 is a relatively 
f-space of 0, whence by Theorem 2.7, ind(Ow) c ind 0. It then follows 
orem 2.9 that O\H is not dense i;r 0, showing tiat 
+inta(OnH)=nnt H no. Ll 
2111. R (1) We note that the above corollary does not hold for dense 
c~nwx S&S: one eady constructs a compact metric tree of which the endpoints 
a dense: s*. bset. Iti complement is a dense convex (that is, 
ntly this set has no interior points. 
of CURMMS oven sets, then 2.10 allows to 
again. E,g., if X carries 
ed has a base of convex open 
a fink-dimemional 
, then the ‘inside’ of X, 
X then there 
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nonempty convex open set of X, whence [13,3.4] 
CI(int H) = (3!(fr (int H)) = X 
On the other hand, 
X\int H = Cl(X\H), 
whence int H is a half-space and H = int H by minimality. 
The inside of a space (see 2.11) is involved in the following result: . ’ 
2.12, C~oky. Let X be kz sertoi-regukzr cunizz z.?Wure with ctmpaected convex 
sets. fj X $0 is finite-dik -~~imaI and if C is a cowex subset with ind C = i&x, 
then iC’ meets iis’. In particular, if @ is revered by ~11 family of half-spaces, theft oae 
Sp these P;T~CS~ &acc ;i” .~rmcrmpg~ iMe&, 
corollary 2.12 :,tates that an ndlmensional convex subset of an ri-dimensioaal 
convex structure X cannot be included in the ‘border’ bX = X\LK What one would 
actually want as a conclusion is that such a convex set has nonempty interior. This 
1s not true in general, however: the inside ix of X has the sane dimension as X 
by density (see 2.1 l(3) and Theorem 2.9, but k the example (1) of 2.11 the inside 
has no interiority. 
Proof of Corollary 2.52. We first show that iC meets ix. This being true in 
dimension 0, we proceed by islduction on :! = ind X, assuming the resutt o be valid 
in dimensions <ro. By definition of ind, there must exist $1 convex relax-ively closed 
set :3 in C, together with a point x E C\D, such that every convex closed separator 
in C between D and K is (n - 1)dimcnsional (we note t;itat by [13, 5.41 every 
convex closed separator between two sets induces a convex closed screetling of 
these sets, of which the corresponding separator eqtials the origin&l one). Let 0 
be an open half-space of X such that x E 0; 6 nD = 8. Let K c 0 be a ‘minimal 
convex separator’ in X between D and x, Then K n C is a convex separatorSin C
between D and RN, and it can again be “minimized’ to a cowex separator L of C 
between D and X. Then ind L = pt - 1 by assumption, whereas 
ind L s ind K s ind d 6: M - 1 
h,y 2.5 and 2.7. It follo?Ns that ind k = ind and by inductive assumption, Z meets 
K. As a direct conseqnieklce of 2.3i2)p we have 
ftg@f flsmans. 
.r ‘I’ 
I‘ ,r a*, ” ‘, . 
8~ b&e of ‘smail ndwtive’ dimension as a model for the mmcept of kmwx 
68ib%&G@s”:~~ sieea3 SOrMWhl&t M&kry9~antJ in view of t~logical cCmsi,&mtions, 
it &$ght bedmt the best possible choice. We will now show that there is in fact no 
chaice p~obIem at all, because ‘reaso~i3ble’ orher choices of an inductive dimension 
fun&&n will lead to the same values. 
A c]las~ A pf topological co~ex structures is hereditary 8 for each X E 14 and for 
each mnve~ kzbset C of X it is true that C E 4. Fsr instance: the class of all (semi-) 
regular convex structures is hereditary. 
By an adtnt~sible c&us of pairs we will understand a (class) function P defined 
on a hereditary class A of topological convex structures, assigning to X E & a 
c&ectiOn P(X).& Bqbset pairs of X, such that 
(Pl) If (A, B) G P(X), ‘then A, B are convex closed, disjoint, and there is a 
hyperpiane of X separating between A and B. 
(P2) If x # x’ can be separated by a hyperplane of X, then the pair ({x}, {z’)) is 
in 8(X). 
The following are pair classes of particular Interest: 
(1) & is the class of all convex strtictures in which every two distinct pcints can 
be separated by a hyperplane of X, and for each X E /40, 9,(X) is the set oi all 
disjoint singleton pairs in X. 
(2) k1 is the class of all topological conve36 structures, and 9,<_Kj is the set of 
all pairs of disjoint convex closed subsets of X which can be separated by a 
hyperplane. 
NOW if SP is any admissable class, and if X is in the domain of PO,& and 9, then 
(3) A is the class of all .vemJ+egular coli“ex structures, and 9(X) consists of all 
pairs of type (C, {x)), where C c X is convex cksed. 
(4) A is the class of all regular convex 4 a.ctures, and 9(X) is the set of all 
disjoint pairs of convex closed sets of which one is a polytope. 
(5) Let us say that a convex structure is kermli~arily norimaZ if each of its convex 
al relative to its trace convexity, Let A be the class of all hereditarily 
normal convexities, and for each X E A we let S(X) be the: collection of all disjoint 
lar binary (see [!J] or [ 151) c ex structure 
it is heredita~ly nor s is, in fact, 
s~rati~g that the latter class A-which 
be the best one-is rather useless for a 
c iT 1 :vex dimension, 
If 93 is an trdrnissible clas4s function of p&s defin&~Dn’a-~~~ CitBSO#~ ,$lM%i 
$ cowqwuiitgg dimensiilpst $~nction i dip is defined on 4 $8 ~S&IWS: 
(1) ind&X) f=. -1 iff X = fl; , . ,. ‘7:;  ’ / 
(2) ind~(,X)s n + 1 8 each pair (A,, B)G P(X) c11~ -& ~&&oed~~~&~~.pair:U . . * 
convex ched seuz A’, B’, such tktt > \.,+ : _ . 
* 
ind&I’ n B’) s fs (n CX). 
i 
I , c _,b 
We note explicitiy that no compatibii:.ty whatsoever is re&ked betww~~ the 
‘distinguished’ pairs of a convex structure and the ones of its COW~~&~~~. . ’ 
ind&X) = inds (X). 
M?!obS IL-et f% A P-t@ s. __.1Y v the hereditary &ass of aI1 otivex stzuct~es which b@ng” to I - 
the domain of 9 and of 9, as well as to the domain Qf the specifk classes of pairs 
PO, :Pr. Note that X, as well as each of its convex subspaces, is in &. IVe will show 
that ion A, 
The Srst and second of these inequalities follow from the nexI simple lemma: 
3,2(Z). Lerauna. Let 9, 9 be admissible pair classes with common tiomrairo ID, stzsch 
&at for each X E D, 9(X 1 c 9 (X). Then Pnde(X) s ind.9 (X). 
Proof. We may ;assume t*lat indg (X) < OQ, and we will prove by induction on n < erg 
that 
inds (X) d n +irjd&X) s n. 
This statement being obvious for n - -v 1, assume it to hold for n i= m9 where m * 0. 
If indg(X) s m and if (A, B) E 8(X), then also (A, R) E S(X), and hence there is 
a pair (A’, I?‘) of convex closed sets screening A, B, and such that 
Merice indA4 n la) 15 m -- 1 by inductive assumption, and cans uently ind&X) s 
m, 
In the sequel we wilil. uw the abbreviations indo = irzd 
ind&?‘\H) s in&(X) - 1. 
Pmf. Use the same argument 86 in the proof of Theorern 2.7. 
The theorem is estah-Iish&d bythe proof of the foliowing statements, n < CD: 
indo 6 IC + inds (X) 6 rt. 
For n = -1, this statement is clear, and we proceed by induction, assuming the 
above statements to hold for n < WE, tn MI. Let indo s ~1, where X # 0. Le$ 
(A, B) E PI(X). Then there exists a hyperplane H of X separating between A ancl 
I?, say: 
X\H = O1 tl 02, A cr: &)I1 J-02, 
where 01 and O2 8re disjoint open sets. By [l?, 5.41 the sets C1 = Z-I! u Or and 
Cz = H u 02 are convex closed. Also3 (p- - 1P Cz) screens (A, B), Cl A C;z = h‘, and 
indo =S m - I by 3.2(3). By inductive assumption, indl(H) s m - 1, showing thtit 
indl(X) s m. tl 
As a direct consequence of this equalitv theorem, we have the following more 
practical version of 2.8. 
3.3. be ia semi-regular convex strtrchue with connected convex sets, 
and %’ be a point-sepiJr&ng family of hyperplanes. Then the following arty 
q4ibalent : 
(I) indX~n+I; 
(2) for each ind H % m. 
fb Just note Ohat on the class of semi-regular convex structureS ir 
ing to 3.1(3). m c 
We now show hew to &aracterize convex dimension by mea?s of C.P. maps 
onto cubes. ‘&Is techaiqus has two iaterestirtg cmnseguences: Grst, convex dimension 
is dekermiaed by the dimension of polytops, and secondly, a Esult un equcllity 
betv~een convex and topoiogicai dimension for separable metric spaces. 
4.1. Ctibical cm v&ties 
Let n a 1 be finite. The n-cube I” = [O, 13” y%iY henceforth be equipped with the 
product convexity relative to the linear converYy of LOP 11. Recall from Example 
243) that such a convexity is generated by the jets of type 
6’ CC;), CT* c [O, l] iheas;ly convex, i = 1, c . . , n, 
where ri : I” 4 BS 5~ itk projection. The number of factors being finite, every 
convex subset of [0, 11" is of type 
n 
I-K ib Ci C [0, l] convex. 
i==Z 
For convenience, such a set will be called a subcatble. A nonempty subcube with 
exactly p nontrivial factors wil! also be called a g-&e, and the rcwlting convexity 
y tQ fvcwe that on I” will be called the Ctfbkd cowexity. It is kell-l&own aad 
this cubical convexity is normal and binary (see [9] or [M] for 
With this convexity, I” is n-dimc:nsional by 2.643). 
We begin with two preparatory lemmas. 
the latter nr>ti&& 
i 
Let‘kX+ Y e a closed C.P. map o e show that for e 
i 2 n 
Frmf. We; may assume n > 0. Let Fo = {yi 1 i = 1, ~ 2”) be the set of corner points 
of I”. For each i WG fix xl E X with d (f(xi), yij c $, and, 24 possible, with f(xJ = yl. Let 
I k rnax{d(f(&), yr) 1 i = 3, * . * ,2”}. 
Then Hf. Let &{I , . . . ,2”},=and let yi = (&I, . . . , &), where e~h &I is either 0 
or 1. We then put y; = (&, . . . ,&), where 6; = r if Sij =-0 nhnd Sij = 1 --r if Eli = 1. 
ThenC+{y#=l,..., 2”) is the set of ccrner points of an n-subcube of I’, and 
for each i f(xJ +E h{yl, y i} (h is the hull operator on I’*>. 
Now recall from 4.1 that the cubical convexity on I” is normal. binary. In general, 
if Y is a compact space: and if V is a ncxmal binary convexity on Y, ther; AH each 
C E %f* there is a ‘nearest pdint’ map 
retracting Y onto C (cf. [S, Theorem 3.43) and this map is Cd?. (ef.. [lo, p- W). 
This map is obtained as follows: for each y E Y, p(y) E C is the unique point of c 
with the property that 
MY* P~Y)h-~C=~P~Y)l. 
Returning to our cube, lve see that h{yi, yi}n br(&) = {y& whence p: H” + la(&) 
maps f(xl) to yi. Le-t g be the composed (CR) map 
X L I” 4 k(<&), 
For OGkGn we let denote the set of all y belonging to a ‘bounding’ k-cube 
($0 GO is--incieed-_the set of corner pointa; Gn is the union 8% all edges, 
c g(X). Assume C& c g(X) for s~rnz k G R - I. If 
E Gk such that y E It{y’, y”) and all but one coor 
{y’, y”} is the 0~~~~~~ tine segment ~~~w~~~ y’ 
216 AL tma dk vid+ Jw& frt4ktt~~dzc~w~~~ 
By assumption thlsre exist z*, z%X with g(z)) = y’& B(z“) d #“g ,a CIPpli 
function, I r is ‘. ,‘i , 3 ” 
(*) gk{t’, i?}& Ik(g(S), g(P)} = fr(y’, y”), . ) ’ ‘I ‘< 
where k on the left is the hull operator of X g being co$inuous &i: “&‘; t”) 
being connected, we find that equality holds in (*). In particular, y = g(z) for some 
z in k(z’, z#)cX. 
The above indxtive argument aUows to conclude that $#I&) 4. ‘&fit & no\ f 
easy to see that the retraction p: 1” -) h (Go) is ‘superfkial’ m the, qemst&t~ eac,b 
y E I”\h(Go) is mopped kto the k~~dilry of k(&). Hence, if Q c int I&,) is any 
n-cube, WC find that Q cF(X)” Note that h(&) = I” if, f(X) includes all comer 
points of I”, whence f ‘=c p of is onto in this ca$e, 
. / i 
D 
We now come to the first main result. See also an example in 4.13. 
0,8. T’kmem. Let X be a semkegarlar convex structure with connected cortvex se&. 
Let C’ c X be cmvex and let 0 G n < 00. If ind C 2 n, then theft? is a CR map 
f : X + I” with f( Ci L= I”. If polytopes are compact, then the converse is also true. 
Proof. The case 3 = 0 being trivial, we proceed by induction, muming the theorem 
to be valid for non-negative integers nt < n. Let C c 2 be convex with ind C a n > 0. 
WC put 
5Fc = {f: X + [O, I] If is a C.P. map, f-‘(0, 1] A C # 8), 
%Yc =(d[afe 5&:: 0 = f_‘(O, IlnC] 
(the dot refers to the relative boundary in C). We find by semi-regularity that 8~ 
is a point-separating family of hyperplanes in C. By Theorem 3.3 there is an fs 9~ 
such that 0 = f-l@, I] 67 C satisfies ind d a n - 13 0. By inductive assumption there 
is a iT.P. map g’ : AT-+ I”-’ with g’(b) =,F. Define a C.P. map as follows: 
g = (g’,f):.X+ I”, g(x) = (g’(x), f(x)). 
?‘hen g(d) = I”--* x (0). Let {yi 1 i = 1 , . . . ,2’-‘] be the set of corner points of I” with 
the nth coordinate qual to 0. For each i there is an xi E 6 with g(xi) =yi* I.& Vi 
be a convex neighbqrhwsd of yI E I” with 
-* / 
‘;d(yj, g(il))cd(y:, y&&i, g(x;)<r+bd. , j 
By Lemma 4.3 we find that g(& includes a closed (n - 1)-c&e Q# t f n-1 x (t}, say: 
0,~ n”,;‘, [uk, &j x {t}, where 0 S cl& e bk S I. Put 
Then Qo c g(d) c g(C), and for every point y in Q = iI,“:‘, [ak, bk] x [O, t], there exist 
y’ E Qo, y” E Q, with y E h{y’, y”) and such that y ‘, y” differ only in the nth coordinate. 
As both y’, y” Q g(-C), we f’md (as in the pr~f of 4.3) that also y E g(C), showing 
that g(C)~idds-the a-cube Q. 
Let p: I” -+ Q be si C.P. retraction (the ‘nearest point’ map, e.g.), and let Q =I” 
be an (obviously existing) C.P. isomomhism. The desired C.P. map X +I” is then 
obtained as a composition 
X:1” $ Q-1”. 
Assume next that Spolytopes are compact. Let C c X be convex, 0 s n < 00, and 
let f: X + I’!‘” be a C.P. map with f(C) = I”. Let (yi 1 i = 1, . . . ,2”} be th - corner pc;int 
set of I”, and choose xi E C with f(xi) =r yi, for each i. ‘Then 
D=h(Xili=l,. . . ,2"}CC 
is a polytope, D is compact, and by Lemma 4.3, f (0) = I”. As f 1 G is a closed 
map moreover, Lemma 4.2 implies that ind D 3 n, and hence that ind C 2 r,. il 
La,!!, Cutup. Let X be Q semi-regular convex structure with connected convex sets 
and with cz.apact plytapes, and let n < a*. Then ind X 2 n iff ind D 2 n for some 
plytape D c>f X. 
Fssof. Sf ind D an for some polytope D c X then, of course, ind X 2 n, Con.> 
versely, if ind X * n 3 0, then there is a C.P. map c from X onto I”. Let F c X be 
a finite set mapped onto the set of comer pointi of I’. Then f 1 br (F) is still onto 
(Lemma 4.3) and ind h(F) an by 4.2 or 4.4. AS the empty set is (formal&) a 
ope too, the above restit also holds for n = -i. C! 
fn an infinite-Smensional linear space all polytopes are finite-dimensional. Hence 
4.5 does not hold for n = 00. 
be a semi-regular convex structure with connected CQPZO~X sets
act po%ytopes. Let9 be an upward filtered c&x&m of conw subscds. 
J “S ianc% E B}. 
mmf. First note that [Js# is convex again (cf. 1~1). iLot; s lpg .W ‘a 
in& It;pz B E 5% Obviously, i&(w) *s, a& we may tbercfofe 
ind(Lb) 2 s + 1, then there is a polytope E C= m with ind E ;Ps + 1. However, 8ae 
23 is upward filtered, we find E c D for some D E 9, showin?! that itid D *g + 1, a 
s.x:sdiction. @ 
Proof, The case n = 00 is trivial. Assume n em, and suppose that ind C ) n. 
D c c be a poIytope with ind D > n, and let f:D-#+j be a C.P. map onto @ 
in + i>-cube. For each k E IN we find that 
is a compact convex set and hence f(&) iiS a compact (not necessarily COnve!x) 
suh=t of _I’+‘. Now !&,J(&) = In+‘, VI_ and by the B&e thmrem, ti tirird a R EN 
with int f(Dk) f 0 But then there exists a cbed (rt + 1)4x&e QC f(D& If 
p:i”” + 0 denotes the ‘nearest point’ map, then p of restricted to Rk is a C.P. 
map onto 0. The latter being c.P, isomorphic with In+‘, we find that ind D& an + 1. 
However, by Theorems 2.5 and 2.9, 
ind DA 
a contradiction, 
=ind(Dnc&Sind&dn, 
III 
&8. CnrolBrry. 
sets a& with X 
c1 dense in3age in Y, then ind X 2 ind Y. 
Ncte that f need 
nor be convex, 
no longer be a cf~segil map (cf. 4.2), and that flX]c Y n 
Proof of Corollary 4.8, We show that for each )II < OQ, 
ind Yar;<:,indX 
n = - 1 being an obvious case, assume that n 
map g: Y -*I’ which is onto (first part of 
<is inv&& with a 8omewhat ‘geometric’ ondition on the segments 
d B convellity. “i 
.Y be QI rcgrttat c0lovtx structzdne with csnnticted cornvex sets 62nd 
(*I 
dW?@ccu in-X am at mcW one-dimensional. 
#NW. I& us A;19t recall the following facts from [13,2.7, 2.81, valid for a regular 
convex structure. If a E X, then the relation *so’ obtained from 
x 6 Y iff Mu, xb h(a, y), 
ia a partial order on X, compatible with the topology of X (that is, it has a closed 
gra& in X XX), GU@ for each x the set aa(x) = (y : x sa y} is convex closed. Also, 
3 xv y, z are pc&& with x s6 z, then 
x 6, y set iff yEh{.x,z). 
If, in addition, convex sets are connected and segments are compact, then every 
maximal chain in sp between two points is a co~%uum. 
Let a # b be points of X, and let K be a contiriaurn between a and b which is 
totally ordered under ga. In particular, K c h{a, b). F’or each x >a 4 in K we put 
C(x) = *a (x) n h{a, b}. 
Then C(x) is compact and convex, and for ct cc x zs:a y we have C(x) 3 C(y). If 
U, v are in C(z) (with x as above), then x E h(a, x}~ h(a, u)n h(a, v), and since 
x # a, it follows from (*) that 
u E h(a, v} or v E h{a, u}, 
u and v are comparable under s,. It foliaws that C(K) is a totally ordered 
continuum, and by one of the above quoted results, the relativl- convexity on C(x) 
is exactly the order convexity. In particular, C(x) is one-dimensional, By CoroHary 
46, the convex set C C(x): x E K\(a)} is also one-dimensional. Finally, ind c = 
1 by Theorem 2.9. A } c C, and as K is contrected, we find that c = h{a, b). 0 
at the Hammer axioms for a topological convex structure 
we the following 13, p. 131: 
, then h(a, b)= h(a, c)u h(c, b); 
~tativity (s!Se fl2; p. 171); 
(5) ch3sure8+stability and interior-stability (see 2.1 l(3)) for the whohe sage, md, 
compactness and illteriot-stability for polytopes; .^/ .*j * ‘/’ 
(6) for each set A, 
. ‘  
(7) connetiedness of convex sets. 
Hammer’s Hilfsatz 3.2, together with an arglumeat 04 p. I6 ,a: [3& &SW that 
every compact convex set of such a convexity is normal (a4d hence q&u), This 
proof involves only the axioms (4)-(6). By applying Theor& 4,9’&1 &&$ict&&x 
sets (for instance, segments) it follows from axioms (3) BRd (7) t&N iill qp4c4ts 
are at most one-dimensional, and hence that for each a, b ‘M sqpnent h{u, b} is 
totally ordered under the relation s4. 
By a iresult of 1131 quoted in the above proof, we find for each cB x in A{& b) 
that either n sa c (whence x E h(al, c}) or c sa, x (whmce x E hlc, b}), show$g that 
the axiom (I) of Hammer is a consequence of the axioms (3) to (7). ’ 
We finally concentrate on the (in-) equality of convex and tbpotlogical dimension. 
To avoid confusing the two functions, we will again exph&i: 0 me&on the convex 
structure if convex dimension is meant. 
Prieof. We may assume that ind(X, V)<Q The theorem is obviorlsly valid ir” 
ind(X, %) = -1. Assume now that ind(X, V) =Z n, where 0 G n < 00, and as.~~~e the 
theorem to hold in convex dimsns;ons cn. &et A CX be cbed, xa A. Since X 
carries the weak topology, there exist Cl,. . , , elr* with f 
indLX, %) G n there is a screening (.I& 0:) E %P * of ((a}, G 1 
ind(DlnDi/$ jDg#)en-l, +I,...+ 
Then C = n;=, DI is a closed neighborhood of x, C c X\A, and 
9y inductive assumption, ind(Ds n D’,, e n - I, and bein abi trie, it 
fo4lows that 
Booi. Let X = (w\U)2 W the %qrrare of tie irration~, and let 5?%? be the trace of 
nmt come&y of Rz on X. Let [x, y] denote the linear line segment joining 
y E x, &en [x, yJ nX &dense in [r, y], frm which it con easily be 
nvex in R2 for each C f ; in particular, (X, ) is closure-stable ; 
in tlge hyperspace H(X) of X (with the Vietoris topology); 
(it is not regular). 
A=((x~~~~)I~~~x~,x~,x~ER!~}; x = (a, &r). 
Then A cX is convex &se& and x EX~. Let (Cl, Cx) be any pair of convex 
cl& MS m X mning A and x. In particular, 
Dd = U&C’& i = 1, 2, are linearly convex (cf. (1)). It follows that 
both D1 and List me closed h&spaces of R”. Let Et c D1 and Ez c D2 be minimal 
ck?sed ht\XfqKSccs, with El u Ez = R2. Then Et n E2 is a line parallsl to uhe diagopgl 
(since El, & &O screen A and x), and hence 
the pnrduct of countably many 
, (cf. 12, 1.2.1311, and as X 
, we: find that X’ has the weak %topology. We will prove 
dencjtd the family of all sets 
ind D = sup(ind Dn 1 n E IV}! (11 
whereas by Theorem 4.7 above, 
ind(D, Cg 1 D) = sup{ind(D,, ‘iJp 1 Da) 1 p1 Q IV}. (2) 
Note that each .Mvtope of (X, a). Hence, by the semi- 
regularity (0: (X, l_Dn = ((8’ 1 D,J* is a ebbed subbase few D,,. 
We then find from Theorem 4.10 that 
ind Dn $ ind(D,,,, % 1 D,). 
ii then follows from (1) and (2) that 
er to show that 
We complr;=c, our proof by showing that also ind D = ind X. 
’ U@ AM& be 8” c4owd subset, and let f !-A + S’ be a map. As S” is an absolute 
n&&b- retrm @B?R); we o&&n a closed set A’ with A c int A’, together 
WOJ@ t&4” of fi Also, there is an it 20 such that any two E-dose 
ha&~, FZ :A 4” we homotopic. Let B be an open cover of X such that 
(5) 
VU@@: UnA#!&diamf7~W)cs. 
As X is locally convex9 there exists a family 48 of convex sets such that 
(6) 
and such that the cover 48 refines %. Let ‘V’ be a locally finite open star-refinement 
of i#, A map g,,: X 43 is constructed as follows: let IV1 denote the polyhedral 
nerve of V, and let gl :X + 1’Vj be an Alexander=-Djowker map (cf. [l, Ll]). For 
each set V E T fix a point xv E VA D. Compact convex sets being pn-cannected for
each m s 0, an inductive procedure leads us to a map g2 : IV1 -42 such that for 
each simplex v of VT, 
g21ol c ev 1 v E 4. 
Then put g = g2 0 gi, One can check that ,g:X + D c X is $&close to identity. Ii 
ind D s n, then p 1 A’n D extends to a map p’: D + S” (cf. [2, 1.9.33). If x E A, 
then g(x) is S&se to rr, and as @I refines 9, we find from (5) and (6) that g(x) E A’, 
and that f (fc), fg(x) are s-close, where ,cg(x) =rg(x). This shows that f”g 1 A and 
f are wlose maps into the n-sphere, and hence they are homotopic. As one of 
nds over X, so does the other one. It then follows from [2, 19.3] again 
that irid X 2 n, proving that ind d = ind X. 0 
We note that the above proof can bc considerably simplified in case X has the 
weak d&n the equality of topological Gnd convex dimension follows 
from 4.10 and from the part of the above proof which is concerned with Kozlowski’s 
result on ~~~~dirne~si~n r&in se of this weak topology is 
blems do not depend oa 
y), it implies an unpleasant ~i~itat~~~ 
roof above is It 
Note that & is a k-cube. If 0 denotes the m’igtn, *&?%I w~put 
x == u x*-. X=Xu{O). 
k& 
X’ is easily seen to be a compact connected set. 
If X, y, z E Q, then the middle pint m(x, y, z) of x, y, z is the point u k Q with 
uI1 = middle one of xR, yno zn, n tz 19. . 
This g&w rise to a map m: 
HI ( Y “) c Y. Using the fact tha 
it is true that x,, s yn s zrt (n E IV), one easily sees that X and X’ are t&k-convtx. 
] the trwe Gag’ of V on X’ is normal knd binary, Then 
..- /r, 
= ind(A?, (ai”‘) = ind(X, V’ 1 X) = ~0, 
‘f anzi (X9 V’ 1 X) to show that T+heorem 
Suppose f: X’ + Q is C.P. and onto. Then 
n aa-dimensional closed subcube! Q’. Let 
The $qutity Theorems 3.2 and 4.12 put an extra claim on the natutality of our 
~neptisa of Tnyex dimension. In our kutieqquent paper [14] we will investigate 
the rdafiuM&p between this dimension function and several invariants of a convex 
strudure, It turns out that some of these determine (or almost determine) the 
canvex dimension, Since each of the invariants depends exclusitlely on the behavior 
of yoly~p/s, Corollary 4.5 above at least indicates that such relationships are very 
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